
University Classroom Committee 
Agenda and Minutes 

1/22/2021 
 
Welcome - John 
 
Minutes of last meeting – John 
 
Early Spring Classroom use update – Jamie, Michelle and Glenn 
 
Fall Semester planning ideas?  - Glenn and Michelle 
 
Use of BGSU Sync classrooms – Glenn and Joel 
 
Psychology 101 and 102 combining rooms – Brian and John  
 
Summer 2021 Classroom AV Maintenance update– Brian and Joel 
 
Classroom construction deadlines and recommendations - Joel 
 

1. Starting with this year’s summer projects – all projects involving changes to technology in 
classrooms or computer labs need to have PRFs completed (where applicable) and requirements 
finalized no later than February 28.  Projects that are not ready by this date will need to be 
rescheduled for a future break period. 

a. Special exceptions can be made with CIO and Associate Vice President for Capital 
Planning and Campus Operations approval. 

b. Special exceptions criteria: 
i. Complexity of project (if change is simple, it may be approved) 

ii. If the project is needed due to equipment failure 
2. If a University construction project involving a classroom or computer lab is not complete within 

10 business days of the start of the subsequent term, ITS cannot guarantee that the installation 
of technology and/or provisioning of software will be available for the first day of classes. 

3. ITS can no longer do computer moves for large construction projects.  Logistics firms will need to 
be involved to assist. 

 
Targeting Classrooms for reduction -   John  
 Not ready yet – holding until February meeting 
  
Any Other items? 
 
Next meeting –  Friday February 26 - 10 AM – Teams 
 
 
 



Minutes of Meeting 
1) John reviewed the meeting’s agenda. 
2) Spring semester update conversations - Dan asked if BTSU 308 is still being used as a 

classroom. Jamie responded that it is not being used in the manner for spring semester, 
but to maintain the identification until fall 2021 is finalized. Glenn and Jamie reported 
that there is no challenges to report. John added there is a marked increase in theft of 
classroom microphones and cameras.  

3) Fall Semester conversations – Glenn stated fall semester is in planning stages and added 
a more robust update will be provided in the coming weeks. John commented that goal 
of President and Provost is to have as many classes as possible back to normal delivery 
in the fall.  

4) Sync classroom conversations – Glenn reported that Sync Classrooms are working well. 
John questioned if additional Sync Classrooms are needed for fall. Glenn answered that 
additional classrooms not warranted at the moment. Michelle asked if there is a plan to 
create meeting rooms with Sync capabilities. Joel added that Huntington has conference 
rooms with telepresence capabilities. He provided that if demand increases this might 
cause additional meeting rooms being added. Michelle and Joel will meet to discuss 
running a meeting using “Whiteboard”. John comment that Olscamp also has a Sync 
meeting room. Chris asked for a telepresence room in somewhere in central campus. 
John and Joel will process these suggestions. 

5) Psychology 101 and 102 conversation – John explained there is a project to upgrade 
these two rooms because they are both severely dated. John suggested removing the 
wall dividing the two rooms to create a larger active learning classroom. Brian 
commented that removing the wall is feasible and that an estimate to do so is in 
development. We will discuss this project during the next meeting. The project can be 
finished by fall 2021. 

6) Summer 2021 Classroom AV Maintenance vs. Upgrades – Brian stated the scope of work 
involves upgrades to OLSC 106, 113, 201, 203, 208, 225; Central Hall 116, 1005; and 
EDUC 115. BCL selected as design engineer. The project will finish by fall 2021. 

7) Classroom Construction Deadlines and Recommendations conversation (see agenda 
item #8) – John emphasized that this plan adopts a new approach to moving computers. 
ITS is no longer able to move computers and the costs to move them need included in 
the projects to greatest extent possible. April added that she is working on developing a 
unit cost for computer moves to include in the project estimates when appropriate. 
Brian commented that the project teams are arranging schedule to fifteen (15) day 
window for programming and testing in lieu of the ten (10) day indicated. 

8) The next meeting is February 26, 2021 at 10:00 AM. 

 


